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Inna Bird created 

Alexandra’s 

embroidered sash.
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“We felt that the ideal theme that would best describe us is Alice’s 
Adventures in Wonderland. The story is about dreams, self-doubt, 

growing pains and a rebellion against conventional norms. It is wildly 
imaginative, colourful, and eccentric. We wanted to incorporate the 

wisdom of the tale, Victorian ideals, and the boundless creativity 
of this story into our own fairytale wedding.” 

– alexandra

A lexandra golovenko and pavel zvonov first connected in august of 
2006. although she describes herself as “quite traditional in most 
ways,” alexandra created an online dating profile that summer. after 

scrolling past a few undesirable candidates, she finally landed on Pavel’s profile. 
Alexandra was pleasantly surprised to see that everything he had written spoke to 
her and drew her to him; it was as if she had written his profile herself. Needless 
to say, she didn’t waste much time before initiating a conversation. Soon after, they 
agreed to meet at the art gallery of ontario (ago) to see the Andy Warhol 
exhibition and their online connection translated into a real-life romance.

While on a trip in Havana, Cuba that coincided with Pavel’s 30th birthday, the 
couple visited the preserved set of their favourite film “Strawberry and Chocolate,” 
which has, since filming, turned into a restaurant named la guarida. In such a 
meaningful location that was so dear to them, it felt natural for Pavel to take the 
opportunity to ask Alexandra to be his wife. Without hesitation, she said “yes.” “It 
was magical!” she shares. 

When the couple began the wedding planning process, they knew there was no 
theme better suited for their personalities than one based on Lewis Carroll’s “Alice’s 
Adventures in Wonderland.” As the owner of tableauscapes, a luxury boutique 
tabletop rental and styling company, Alexandra felt very passionate about perfecting 
each and every detail for the occasion, especially the decor design.

white dove invitations, one of the bride’s companies, designed the couple’s 
“Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland”-inspired invitations, which resembled an antique 
storybook and featured a die cut keyhole.

photography by

p h o t o t e r r a  s t u d i o

ALEXANDRA
PAV E Land

“Adventures in Wonderland”
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Jenn Cannon of sweetpea’s wedding & event floral design in Toronto created the bride’s bouquet.

Ladylyn Gool of hair by ladylyn 

provided hair styling services and 

Monika Kollar from blushing beauty 

inc. provided makeup application.

Pavel wore formalwear 

designed by Don Fabien 

Lee of trend custom 

tailors, inspired by a 

classic 1920s white suit.

Pavel carried a flask and pocket watch purchased 

from etsy for the occasion. His wedding band was 

Tacori from raffi jewellers.

Iryna Kuznietsova of 

Etsy’s irynafleur 

created her hair piece 

and earrings.
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A FASHION DREAM
FULFILLED  
Prior to opening her own company, Alexandra had been a bridal 
consultant for nearly three years, and felt as if she had seen 
nearly every gown on the market. She was looking for something 
especially unique for her special day and after much research, 
she found herself drawn to Israeli gown designers and Inbal 
Dror in particular. “Inbal Dror’s balance of classic couture and 
modern, skin-hugging silhouettes won over my heart,” 
Alexandra shares. Finally, after months of tracking down the 
exact design she had in mind, Alexandra had the opportunity 
to try on the gown. “When I stepped out of the fitting room, 
and my gaze met my reflection, I was short of breath. It was 
absolutely stunning,” she says. To achieve the perfect fit, she 
contacted the designer directly, and they met at her studio in 
Israel to customize the gown in a way that would flatter 
Alexandra and add an extra touch of old-world elegance. 
Together, they added a shorter, detachable train, cap sleeves, 
and a lace-covered back with buttons. “The final product was 
classic, elegant, ethereal, romantic, and oh-so-me!” she exclaims.

Taking advantage of her collection of antique lace and tulle, 
the bride designed her veil herself. “It turned out even better 
than I imagined,” she shares.

“For my veil I wanted to create 
something ultra vintage and 
romantic, something that would 
become an heirloom. I hope it will 
stay in the family for several 
generations to come.” – alexandra
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Following the 

ceremony, a cocktail 

reception was held in 

the courtyard, where 

games such as Jenga, 

bocce ball, and 

flamingo croquet were 

set up in the rear of the 

garden for guests  

to enjoy.

Graydon Hall Manor 

catered the event.
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The couple’s welcome 

table featured an 

“Alice’s Adventures in 

Wonderland” pop-up 

book for guests to sign.

The couple had eloped in Havana, Cuba in January 

2016, so their wedding on June 10, 2016, at 

graydon hall manor was an especially symbolic 

event for their family and friends. 

The seating chart was designed and 

produced by white dove invitations and 

featured gold foil on pearlescent paper.

An al fresco dinner was held on the patio overlooking the picturesque grounds of 
graydon hall manor. Tables were covered in blush linens from around the 
table with a lace overlay from ettridges the studio luxury wedding & 
event designers. Sèvres-inspired charger plates, gilded Oneida flatware, gold-
rimmed glasses, and hemstitched napkins from tableauscapes completed each 
place setting. Every reception table was decorated with an extraordinary 
centrepiece that represented a character from “Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland,” 

including the Cheshire Cat and the White Rabbit. Alexandra custom designed 
and commissioned each figurine from various Russian and Ukrainian doll makers. 
Each character was encased in a large glass dome, which was encircled by a wreath 
of foliage and blooms for a finishing touch. “Our guests marvelled at these 
extraordinary designs while they enjoyed their meals,” says Alexandra. “They 
really made the wedding unique and thematic.”

WHIMSICAL WONDERLAND  
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“The majestic old trees, the manor’s natural  
warm stone, and the luscious greenery of  
the landscape complemented the theme of the 
wedding perfectly.” – alexandra
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“The confections took inspiration from bone 
China, the Mad Hatter’s tea party, and the stylistic 

Rococo elements made fashionable by Marie 
Antoinette.” – alexandra

END
NOTES 
lisa roberts cakes designed the spectacular two-
tier cake decorated with gilded filigree details and a 
delicate scalloped trim. A cartouche emblem featuring 
a floral image transfer taken from an 18th century 
Haviland Limoges plate accented the top tier and a 
spectacular array of sugar flowers cascaded out of the 
tilted teacup topper and down the side of the cake. 

“In designing the cake I could finally realize my love 
affair with Marie Antoinette. It took four months to 
find the perfect hand-painted teacup for the cake 
topper, but the end result was well worth it!” Alexandra 
shares with us. Surrounding the cake was a spread of 
cupcakes presented inside vintage teacups, each 
topped with an elaborate sugar flower and a small 
label that read “Eat Me,” echoing the classic labels in 

“Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland.”

The focal point of the reception was undoubtedly the 
dessert table, which featured a spread of tarts, petit 
fours, gold sprinkled eclairs, macarons, chocolate-
covered strawberries, creme brûlée cups, and 
traditional Russian slices of Napoleon cake prepared 
by couture cuisine & event artistry. The table, 
a Provence-inspired piece from luxe modern 
rentals inc., was flanked by a seating nook with 
French Provence sofas and benches from 
contemporary furniture rentals inc. This 
location quickly became the hub of the event, with 
guests converging in the area, mingling and sampling 
the sweet delicacies.

Alexandra and Pavel intend on honeymooning                     
in France and Italy where they plan on visiting             
Paris, the Loire Valley, Venice, and Florence for the         
ultimate romantic escape. The newlyweds now        
reside in Hamilton where Alexandra’s company 
tableauscapes is based and Pavel works as a 
locomotive engineer. 

to see more, visit
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Phototerra Studio

Celebrated for his talent in Canada and globally, 

Michael Greenberg is one of the world’s most highly 

acclaimed wedding photographers. Widely known for 

his impeccable lighting and composition techniques, 

Michael and his team at Phototerra approach 

each wedding differently, allowing for original and 

artistic expression of every wedding story.

P HOTOT E R R A . COM   |   416.479.0724

Each guest took home a miniature tin tea caddy 

featuring John Tenniel’s “Alice’s Adventure’s in 

Wonderland” drawings, which were sourced 

from the scottish loft in Niagara-on-the-Lake.

Guests also received thank you cards with an  

“Alice’s Adventure’s in Wonderland” watercolour 

print as a keepsake.


